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MIGRATING TO DIGITAL KVM
Over the last several years, more businesses have deployed KVM technology for a number  

of reasons. It enables companies to improve workflow, share resources in an instant, and 
relocate computers from production environments to a more secure location. Now the benefits 
of KVM are expanding even more as the technology does. With more technical advancements 
on the rise, now might be the ideal time to go digital. But before you do, you’ll probably want to 
know how to continue accessing legacy applications after the upgrade. 

With growing demand for digital systems, analog KVM and VGA support are starting to wind 
down. They don’t accommodate digital video, and their peripheral signals and USB support is 
limited. Aside from that, video quality is reduced through extension, and fixed ports prevent the 
system from being expanded for future needs. In recent years, KVM technology has evolved to 
accommodate DVI, DisplayPort, audio, and USB peripherals such as touch panels, color 
correction panels and multifunctional printers.
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FOUR ADVANTAGES OF 
DIGITAL KVM SYSTEMS

PIXEL-PERFECT IMAGES
Maintain high-resolution images with no  
color skew or loss of quality

HIGH PERFORMANCE
Digital KVM supports higher bandwidth and 
greater color depth using HDMI, DisplayPort  
4K60, and Dual-Link DVI 2560 x 1600

FLEXIBILITY
Digital modular matrices allow systems to 
grow when needed, and IP-based systems 
remove the boundaries of conventional KVM

EFFICIENCY
Experience no switching delay on high-
performance KVM systems, and less  
than a second on high-performance  
IP-based systems



THE BEST CASES FOR DIGITAL KVM
As analog connections phase out, there’s no shortage of opportunities on where to use  
digital KVM. Below are some ideal scenarios where this technology can be deployed.

CAP AND GROW
Many businesses are turning to digital KVM to grow their current system. It’s easy and affordable to expand a small platform, 
but larger systems may be challenging. With hundreds of servers and many user stations, larger platforms are not as simple to 
upgrade. In that case, you can “cap” your existing system and “grow” it with a new IP-based platform, such as our InvisaPC. 
That way, you can avoid investing in old technology while using new solutions to keep your former system in play.
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In this pictured diagram,  
a system with analog KVM 
is capped, while an IP KVM 

solution like InvisaPC is 
used to expand the system. 

With InvisaPC, you can 
bridge the gap between 

physical and virtual nodes 
by accessing your 

applications and systems 
on the cloud, allowing you 

to be more flexible and 
efficient in your operations.
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HIGH-DENSITY SERVER RACK

NEW DEPLOYMENTS

Accessing and managing servers in a high-density rack is important  
for all users. An essential digital KVM solution in this case is our DCX 
3000, a smaller density matrix switch that connects multiple people to 
multiple machines without video compression. With DCX 3000 and 
InvisaPC, a single remote user can access servers from any distance, 
making it easier to manage machines from anywhere. In other 
scenarios, the same solution can expand beyond point-to-point 
extension to support more than one person. Several InvisaPCs  
can interface with the DCX 3000 so that multiple users can  
access the system at the same time.

InvisaPC also gives administrators instant access to remote servers 
through over-the-internet connectivity. This advantage is especially 
designed for server management. In a hypothetical situation, an 
administrator can access, manage and configure a system, as  
well as perform updates, in the middle of the night without  
having to physically be onsite.

If you’re building a new facility or want to completely upgrade  
your system, you’ll need to determine how users will access your 
servers. The best option is a future-proof approach involving 
digital solutions. If you’re concerned about losing access to older 
analog or VGA computers, don’t be. Through the VGA to DVI inline 
converter, users can easily access VGA and analog computers. 
There are also server access modules and transmitters to help  
you convert from VGA to DVI. 

The advantage of this conversion is being able to connect  
VGA systems with new digital platforms. If you throw out  
an old monitor but keep an old server, you can still access  
the server through digital KVM.
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CONSIDERATIONS  
WHEN CHOOSING  
A SOLUTION FOR A  
NEW DEPLOYMENT 

NUMBER OF COMPUTERS 
OR TARGETS

NUMBER OF USERS

LOCATION OF COMPUTERS VS.
LOCATION OF USERS (DISTANCE)

TYPE OF VIDEO PERFORMANCE  
AND RESOLUTION

PERIPHERALS (FLASH DRIVES,  
AUDIO, MICROPHONE, ETC.)

SUPPORT FOR ANALOG 
TO DIGITAL AUDIO

BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN PHYSICAL & VIRTUAL SERVERS
Many businesses are attracted to virtualization because it saves time, money and space. The downside is 
that most KVM solutions don’t support virtualized interfaces or targets. To help our clients virtualize their 
assets, we’re paired the technologies of our DKM, InvisaPC and BOXILLA systems. With InvisaPC, you can 
smoothly move your applications and systems to the cloud for more efficiency and flexibility in a control 
room or command center. Once everything is virtualized, you can use Boxilla, an enterprise KVM and AV/IT 
system manager, to access and manage up to thousands of devices at once. When your DKM works together 
with these platforms, you can expand it beyond private networks and connect it to other DKM systems both 
virtually and across the internet. With virtual access to servers, companies can improve operation workflow 
and increase resilience, savings hours of work every day. It’s also possible to share expensive machines and 
applications when you move to virtualization, which leads to even higher cost savings. 

Businesses will find it much easier to manage virtualized systems and resources. You don’t have  
to stop operations when you want to make an upgrade — a must when using just physical servers.  
Virtual machines are flexible, meaning they can scale up and down, as well as to hundreds of users,  
at any time. They’re ready to work immediately. They’re easy to back up and restore. When you  
want to improve performance and productivity, virtualization is the perfect solution.
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COMPLETE PORTFOLIO
Black Box is a one-stop source for KVM as  
well as video, multimedia, networking, and  
data/power infrastructure solutions

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE SUPPORT 
Our highly qualified technical support team is available 
24/7 to process any system issues you may have

ON-SITE WALK-THROUGHS & SURVEYS
Our experts are available to visit your facility and 
recommend solutions that suit your needs

WHY BLACK BOX

KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL MIGRATION
If you’re planning to make the move to digital KVM, here’s how to do it successfully. First, understand what video interfaces are 
supported by the equipment, along with what peripherals need to be used. This is important because not all KVM equipment is 
compatible with each other. You’ll need to determine what your equipment can support, and what it can’t.

Not all KVM equipment is rated for the same distance and cable category. To make your migration work,  
you’ll need to check the distance and cable type that are needed to connect computers and users.  
Finally, verify the number of total endpoints. Without knowing how many ports are needed, 
the user may max out when using the switch.

SYSTEM REVIEW & SOLUTION DESIGN
Our engineers will map out your KVM system based  
on the equipment you need to connect

ON-SITE EQUIPMENT DEMOS
Try before you buy. We can send you a test 
demonstration that will enable you to see  
how KVM works in your environment

VISIO STENCILS
Use our free Microsoft Visio stencils to help you plan 
the ideal networking or infrastructure configuration 
for your application

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS
Black Box offers a Service Level Agreement program that 
offers 24/7 technical support through phone, chat and email; 
advance exchange part replacement; software updates and 
upgrades; product training; and dedicated application and 
support engineers for a single point of contact

PRE-CONFIGURED SOLUTIONS
When our customers get their equipment, all they have  
to do is install it. We pre-build DKM solutions based on  
their exact specs. Our products are also labeled based  
on customer preference, making them easier to  
identify when delivered
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